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Class in Acting to Put on Plays

Public Speaking Students Under the Direction of Miss Sullivan to Appear in Play

One of the most interesting events in the public speaking work of the university will take place on April 12 when the class in acting will present two plays for the benefit of the Student Union. This is the second of such events that have been held this term and was organized with the consent of Miss Allen Sullivan to the interest manifested by the students in such a public speaking and interpretation and to create in the minds of Sullivan’s students the ability to present to the local residents by their work in the "Pur- chase Theater" a treat that is expected along the line as he has been doing with this class all year long.

The two plays which will be presented are two Irish plays which were seen recently in Chicago and New York when the Irish players of both present this season. One of these is "The Play of Irish patriots with a very strong emotional appeal upon the other, "The Brethren of the News," by Lady Gregory is one of the best of Irish plays. This program is designed for the students of the university and an opportunity to have the members of Miss Sullivan’s class in acting attend the benefit will be given to the students of other classes.

Strange Disease Fatal to Student

Italy Marzetti, a freshman from Missouri, Died Yesterday Morning

Ralph L. Marzetti, a freshman in the liberal arts college, died yesterday morning at 7:00 o’clock at the University Hospital. He was attacked by a street disease called "parasites" probably contracted by the students entering the trains. He died in four days.

Marzetti was taken to the university hospital last Friday and although at first attack at the University Hospital. He was attacked by a street disease called "parasites" probably contracted by the students entering the trains. He died in four days.
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WRESTLING

Wrestling as a sport is regarded by the public with uncertainty. It is put in the same class as boxing and prize fighting by a large class of people. A measure is being prepared for the sport from a professional standpoint has practically the same class of followers as has the ring. However, as an amateur sport wrestling assumes a very different aspect. It is one of the cleanest of sports and it is upheld by colleges and universities. Strength and a keen mind are combined to make the successful wrestler, and to win a match such as will be held Saturday evening when Iowa and Nebraska clash on the arena mat will be a real pleasure.

There is no sport in the university curriculum in which competition is as sage as wrestling is. Ability is called against ability and to be successful depends entirely upon the individual. There is no team work, an depending upon noise and excitement for its success. Strength, agility and clever and quick thinking are the things that count on the mat. These elements combined with the careful and conservative management of the sport between educational institutions is rapidly placing wrestling upon a solid foundation and doing away with prejudices.

One point which we believe needs to be considered is that the wrestling dress properly and it is the hope of those interested in the sport that the student body, both men and women, attend the meet with beholders.

The University of Chicago
Home study is conducted by correspondance.

The University of Chicago

FOR REV—Furnished room, FOR SALE—Remodeled upstairs well lighted and heated, near the or. good condition. Address B, new university. Phone 1289.

Hotel Jefferson

The Bradly KNIT WEAR

—ideal for all round service—a big luxurious sweater that will stand four years and more of "rough housing" on the campus.

If your dealer doesn't sell Bradly Sweaters, America's best Shakers, Jermies, and the only genuine Navajo, write us for the names of dealers where it pay you.
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Delavan, Wisconsin
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BEFORE YOU GO

You must come in and see the best known clothing lines for YOUNG MEN—

Society Brand
Stratford

$20.00 to $30.00

Bloom-Mayer Clothing Co.
The Master Key

By John Fleming Wilson

While he was raking his dirt for the first time, they heard a voice within the circuits of his brain. The voice was so clear and distinct that he could not help but notice it. "What are you doing?" it asked. "What are you trying to achieve?"

He thought for a moment and then answered. "I am trying to create a new order in the world. I am trying to bring peace and harmony to the people."

The voice replied, "That is a noble goal, but it will not be easy."

He smiled and replied, "I know, but I believe I can do it."

The voice continued, "What makes you think you can succeed?"

He thought for a moment and then answered, "I believe in the power of love. I believe that love can overcome any obstacle."

The voice replied, "That is a valuable belief, but love alone is not enough. You must also work hard and use your intelligence."